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Dingle Smith

EDITORIAL

NATSTAMP 98 is here! Since 1980, a biennial stamp show in Canberra has been a feature of the
ACT and national philatelic calendar. NATST AMP 98 is the tenth in this sequence, and has the sub-
title of the 10th. National Philatelic Convention. No other philatelic society in Australia can match
this unbroken series of events.

NATSTAMP 98 however, is of special significance. It is a national show that incorporates
competitive classes that cover the full range of exhibiting styles. It is the only occasion in Australia
in the calendar year 1998 that exhibitors can enter their material at this level. This is important as it
is necessary to obtain a Vermeil award in order to enter an exhibit at International level. For many
exhibitors, NATSTAMP 98 is their last chance to gain a Vermeil so that they can compete at
AUSTRALIA 99, to be held in Melbourne in March of next year. This will be only the second
international exhibition to have been held in the Lucky Country. The situation is reminiscent of the
4th. National Convention, held in Canberra in March 1984, which was accredited with national
status so that Australian exhibits could qualify for AUSIPEX 84, the first Australian international.

Canberra also hosted a full national exhibition in March 1990, AUSTAMP 90, which was housed in
the Bruce Indoor Stadium. A difference between AUSTAMP 90 and NATSTAMP 98 is that the
former received major financial support from the Australian Philatelic Federation (APF). Changes
to the funding of philately have mirrored the wider moves in the community and 'users pays' and
economic rationalism are now the order of the day. So your support in helping with the organisation
of NATSTAMP 98 and by attending the show is a tangible way to support our hobby. The 800
frames at NATST AMP will display the very best that Australian philately has to offer.
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Some would argue that too much emphasis is placed upon the competitive displays. I do not
personally, subscribe to this view as hosting the national show case of philately is at the core of the
aims of our Society. However, it is certainly true that the main attraction for many of those who
attend is the opportunity to purchase new material for their collections. They will not be
disappointed as there will be over 30 traders at NATSTAMP 98. This number reflects not only the
favourable record of the past Canberra Conventions but the support of the Australian Stamp Traders
Association. It is worthy of note that this reflects a very recent name change from the more familiar
Australian Stamp Dealers Association, so it is now ASTA not ASDA!

The number and variety of traders is without doubt, the largest every assembled in Canberra and one
of the largest at a national show in Australia for some years. There are the local traders, many from
inter-state plus a large representation from New Zealand, the United Kingdom and the USA. We are
particularly pleased to welcome, for the first time in the national capital, a trader from Malaysia. The
'trade' is the key to the success of stamp shows. Traditionally this has from the fees for a stand. For
NATST AMP 98 this has been enhanced by the generous sponsorship of many traders - for example
to assist with the publication of the catalogue, in the provision of prizes and the like. This is much
appreciated and helps to offset the decline in financial assistance from the APF. It should be added
however, that support and organisation from the APF is crucial to the staging of the show. Australia
Post has also been to the fore in providing direct and indirect financial assistance

The two main strengths of the philatelic bow at NATSTAMP are the exhibits and the opportunity to
purchase items from the traders whether these be modest acquisitions for beginners or major single
items for the international exhibitor. However, for many collectors there is also the chance to meet
up with friends from inter-state and from overseas, plus the opportunity to make new philatelic
friendships. Among the groups that will meet at Canberra are long-established groups such as the
National Association for Philatelic Exhibitors (NAPE), the national Perfin and Cinderella Societies
plus those that are of more recent origin. Among the latter are The Postal Stationery Society of
Australia and the Aerograrnme Society, the journals for both of which are organised from Canberra.
Do try and find time to meet with these specialist groups, it is a rare opportunity to have contact
with fellow collectors from elsewhere.

To members of our Society; make sure you take advantage of the opportumtres offered at
NATSTAMP 98. Bring a friend along or, even better, a young collector. There is much to see and
do for the under-12s; learning about stamps, computer displays, a special junior auction and a better
than ever Show Bag - if you are a young collector you get in free!

AWARDS - TALL SHIPS STAMP SHOW 98
The Tall Ships Stamp Show 98 was held at Salamanca Place in Hobart, 6-8th. February. The venue
overlooked the harbour and the many tall (sailing) ships berthed there after the Tall Ships race from
Sydney. In addition to the full range of State exhibiting classes there were national classes for One-
Frame, Postal History (limited to Maritime themes) and, for the first time, an Experimental Class for
First Day Covers. Two Canberra-based Society members exhibited.

National Class
Dingle Smith: Norfolk Islandfirst day covers - 1947-83. Vermeil and Prize.
Ian McMahon: Postal stationery of St Pierre & Miquelon. Topaz.
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THE MACHIN STAMP

Douglas Ross & Albert Farrugia

The Machin issues of the UK, based on a bold clear design by noted sculptor Arnold Machin and, for
the most part, printed in bold, pure colours - in both respects contrasting with the wishy-washy,
Wilding issues which preceded them - first appeared in 1967. They saw the UK make the shift to a
decimal currency in February 1971 and, unless the monarch changes her mind, abdicates, is
dethroned or dies, or unless the EU moves to a single postal system, look like going on for ever.
Many Machin collectors find themselves praying for relief from such an ongoing flood of issues

The grace and dignity of the Machin design
continue to appeal to phlatelists worldwide

Sir Arnold Machin - his bust of the
Queen's head created a
philatelic speciality

The Machin - the Victorian recess issues apart - is Britain's longest running continuous one design
stamp. It is probably also the issue having the largest number of listings in any catalogue. The
Machins comprise not only the small format general UK stamps. There are also high values, NYI
(No Value Indicated) issues, peel and stick issues, the regional issues for the Isle of Man, Northern
Ireland, Scotland and Wales, and, according to Deegam, the 1840 - 1990 issue commemorating the
first postage stamp.

It is no wonder the Machin has generated its own specialist societies. These include the Machin
Collectors Club, the GB Decimal Stamp Study Circle and the British Decimal Stamp Book study
circle, and the Machin Interest Group of the Philatelic Society of Canberra (more detail is given in
the final paragraph).
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The simple numbers of different face values tell the story :

Total

14 values
64
4
7
2
2
5

132
235

Pre decimal issues
Decimal issues

low values photogravure
low values photogravure/lithograph

high values - recess
high values - photo

NYI
Peel & Stick
1840-1990 Penny Black Anniversary
Regional issues

A count based on values alone is only the start:

- Six printers were involved in producing Machins: Harrison & Enschede (photogravure and
electromechanical engraving), Questa (lithography), Walsall (lithography and electromechanical
engraving) and Waddington (lithography) and Bradbury Wilkinson (recess).
- Four printing techniques were used: gravure - as photogravure and electromechanical (computer
generated) engraving, lithography and recess: many values were produced by more than one
technique.
- The colours in which particular values were printed have been changed at times, and there are
numerous distinguishable shades.
- As stamps have been printed by different printers, in different formats - sheets, booklets and
coils - and different printing methods, the basic design has been changed in minor aspects. Thus,
seven main types of the Queen's head are recognised, and redrawn indiced figures of the value
have led to further variations. The emblems in the regional issues have also been changed as
different printers were awarded the relevant contracts .
- The placing of the indiced figures in the south west corner of the photo and litho issues has
been changed, mainly by no more than a fraction of a rnillimetre. These changes, occurring mainly
as a result of changed printing formats, are also very collectable.
- Some indiced figures produced by photo show screen dotting.
- Papers have come as thick, thin, pellucid, ordinary and varnished, and the printing sometimes
along, sometimes across the grain of the paper. Mysterious "brighteners" are incorporated into
some papers.
- Originally the gum was Gum Arabic (GA), changing to Polyvinyl Alcohol (PVA) and its
variants, principally the dextrin form, and it has been clear and tinted.
- Different inks have been used at different times, some of which fluoresce in various ways. This
leads to fascinating manifestations of he printers' art ego the one pound from Enschede is printed
with a very high tech ink - iriodin - containing mica, overcoated by a metallic wash.
- The perforations of the low value Machins corne in several sizes, Harrison keeping the normal
15x14 but not the others. A major change in perforation came with the introduction of the so-
called "security", elliptical perforation. A pin replacement led to highly desirable "17-pin" stamps,
best collected in (expensive) blocks. The number of pin holes in the margins of booklets can be
significant. Three perforating techniques have been used.
- Most Machins are phosphor coded, to assist with facing, sorting first and second class mail and
checking that articles are stamped. The phosphor codes are the main Machin characteristic.
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Phosphor comes in various appearances and UV reactions, can be over or under the ink, and
shows as an overall coating or vertical bars. The bars may be at the left or right or both sides of
the stamp, or along the centre. They may be continuous or coterminous (like Jubilee lines), long
or short or a combination of both, of different widths, inset, stepped, underprinted with varnish to
prevent phosphor creep. The possibilities are legion.
- Low value Machins corne in a variety of formats: sheet, coil, booklet, prestige booklet, sheetlet.
- Booklets are like phosphor codes -- bewildering in their variety:

- multi-value issues
- combinations of definitives, cornrnemoratives, NVI's and regionals
- formats - booklet panes, window, simple folder, left & right mounting
- even the covers can form a study - internal postal information, thematic covers, event logos,

special offers, tab shapes and sizes and promotional dummies
- Coils can also corne in multi-value formats.
Such formats pose a financial problem for those who like to collect examples of every location of
a stamp within a multi-value context; eg a prestige booklet pane can have as many as nine
different stamps in it.
- In the past, the UK used to sell blocks of stamps at concessional rates. To stop counter clerks
making a (very small) profit by selling the concessional stamps at the full rate, the stamps had a
distinguishing mark printed on the reverse- over the gum - so good used copies are hard to find.
- And there are numerous minutiae, notably printing cylinder numbers and phosphor cylinder
numbers. The latter can be seen only under a UV lamp. And there the so-called quality control
numbers which are actually warrant numbers - like the Control Numbers of old.
- Finally, there are abnormalities: the usual printing flaws, imperforates, miscut or mis-sorted
booklets, coil leaders, poor perforations, poor centrings and missing and displaced phosphors.
And there is one major error of colour.

If one factors in all these differentiae - the mind boggles. It is impossible to mount even a simple
"set" (other than the pre-decimals, high values, Isle of Man regionals, 1840-1990 special issue. NYI
and the peel & stick) on one album sheet. Even a series of sheets won't do because of the constant
appearance of new printers, values, colours, perforations and basic phosphor codes. One can lay the
page(s) out, but then another stamp has to be interpolated or added on to the tail.

A basic single stamps set, taking account of no more than value, perforations, colour, basic phosphor
coding and printer, will run into hundred or two - plus regionals (which suffer from the same
differentiae). A detailed collection, taking account also of shades and phosphor details, and including
coils and booklets will run into some thousands of items. And a specialised collection - Deegam
Level 3 ++, along with flaws, would go up by perhaps another order of magnitude.

The Machin world is a wilderness, a life study if taken in its entirety. There is no good field guide,
which is all-embracing. Deegam combines vast learning, is good on technical background and the
technical description of each stamp listed; its taxonomy is clear once its principles are grasped and it
takes one from learner level through competent to advanced by relatively easy stages. But it is silent
on varieties. For them, one has to go to a catalogue such as Gibbons - which works on an altogether
different system. One can trace out a trouble shooting chart for oneself which helps in identification,
but often one is left wondering.
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At bottom, its every collector for him or herself in the Machin world. One makes of it what one can,
or chooses to. How far one goes down the road depends on several factors - time, especially with
identification; access to or acquisition of expertise; access to good UV lamps; patience; and depth of
pocket. Machin collecting can be expensive.

One can work with used copies, but - unless stamps have been very carefully floated off - the
integrity of their phosphor coating will have been compromised. As well, fme used copies are not
easy to come by; UK cancels are too often unsightly, Machin inks bruise easily and the coating on
the paper cracks easily taking ink with it. Mint stamps, even current ones, cost. The highest current
"low value" is one pound - about $2.50. Think of collecting cylinder blocks of six at that rate - plus
the dealer's profit. Booklets run to six pounds in the prestige range. Some varieties - eg imperfs- are
relatively cheap, at under $450, but others, along with scarce items (not being varieties but short
lived additives can run above $2000. A gold medal Machin collection would be a rich man's
plaything.

But, as in every field of philately, a Machin collection may be whatever you may want it to be. One
may elect to go for a basic, face value and colour different collection, or progress to the next stage of
including the different printing methods and such basic variations as phosphor bands and papers, and
then perhaps go for the ultimate in chasing every collectable variety from all the different sources. If
one manages to have a bank balance after that, then there are the errors of phosphor, paper etc.

Whatever one's choice, the collector needs guidance. Deegam's Handbook and other publications
such as the various catalogues - there are three devoted to Machins alone - are invaluable. However,
joining a specialist society is strongly recommended. The recently formed Machin Interest Group of
the Philatelic Society of Canberra has its own newsletter - Machinations - which seeks to provide a
resource for every level of collector. The newsletter, published bimonthly, is available for an annual
subscription of $20. It includes articles on every aspect of collecting Machins as well as new issue
updates through Deegam's Reports.

Further details of Machinations and meetings of the Machin Interest Group can be obtained by
writing to the Society or bye-mail toalbfar@pcug.org.au. The first issue of Machinations appeared
in January 1998, so now is the time to ensure that you have a complete run!
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IN PRAISE OF THE HUMBLE AEROGRAMME

Tom A. Adami
Tom Adami is the founder of the Aerogramme Society which produces a excellent
quarterly journal, the AerogrammeR .. Anyone interested in obtaining more information
should contact Tom Adami at PO Box 380, Mitchell, ACT 2911.[EdJ

Call it what you will an air letter, an air1etter sheet, a letter sheet, an aerogram etc., there is a lot to
be said in defence of the ubiquitous 'aerogramme,l. Only a relatively recent innovation in the world
of postal services, the aerogramme has been taken up by almost every country with a few notable
exceptions. A partial listing of these recalcitrant members of the UPU is given be10w2

.

Ukraine Poland Romania 3 Bulgaria
Luxembourg Croatia Slovenia Albania

Estonia Latvia Lithuania Russia
Paraguay Peru Burkina Faso Uganda

China [mainland] Mongolia Tajikistan Azerbaijan
Georgia Armenia Guatemala"

Figure 1 The Iraqi letter card of 1933 - widely accepted as the world's first aerogramme

1The accepted spelling is AEROGRAMME. Many US dealers and collectors still refer to them as AEROGRAM. The
English prefer the term AIRLETIER. .
2 The list only shows those countries that have not issued 'official' aerogrammes and does not take into account
formulars or semi-official aerogrammes.
3 I have had an unconfirmed report that Romania has issued its first aerogramme in late 1997. I am still trying to
confirm this through other sources.
4 Although Kessler lists one issue for Guatemala (post Office advertisement of airmail rates in 1930) their have been
no others issued since that time. This one is considered a precursor to the true modem day aerogrammes.
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Interestingly there is some debate as to when aerogrammes first came about and what lead to their
development. Some say that the first aerogrammes were those issued in Iraq in 1933, an example is
illustrated in Figure 1. Some even point to the Siam (Thailand) issue of 1932, the so-called' Air-O-
Gram' (see Figure 2) and the 1930 Guatemalan issue as examples of aerogrammes.i Some even try
to draw a tenuous link between the Siege balloon mail of Paris in the 1870's to the airgraphs of
1940-45 and aerogrammes.

Undoubtably most air mail specialists accept that the first true modem day 'aerogramme' was the
Iraq issue of 1933. This however, is not the purpose of this article. Suffice it to say that from the
Iraqi issue there was a slow development that went through the stage of the airgraphs of WWII and
then the concept of a light weight airmail letter form took hold. The leaders in the field were the
British and many Commonwealth countries followed. The French air mail sheet, illustrated in
Figure 3, is a contender for the first military issue.

A·I·8····.. ...': ..•••.....

..•~" __ "M •.••'.'., .•_c-~:.

Figure 2 The Air-O-Gram, Siam in 1932, perhaps the first privately printed formular aerogramme

One of the major benefits of an aerogramme, in Australia at least, is the fact that they cost $0.75c to
send anywhere in the world. This compares very favourably with the current airmail rates which
vary widely to send a basic 20g letter to various destinations. Even though some countries do not
have aerogrammes for sale they still have an aerogramme rate , Germany is an example. Their
current rate is 2 DM to post a formular aerogramme. Another interesting point is that is possible in
most places to send an aerogramme from a different country by adding postage from the country
one is in. I have seen aerogrammes from Australia which have been sent from New Caledonia, New
Zealand, UK, Cambodia, Switzerland and Nepal. New Zealand formular sent from Germany.
British airletter from Australia. Thai aerogramme from Cambodia. I am sure that the list goes on.

5 See Peter Jennings "Aerogrammes" 1973, Picton Print. ISBN 0 902633 17 I
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There appears to be an attitude with postal authorities that aerogrammes are not good value for their
business. It is an easy target to suspend sales of aerogrammes when they think about increasing
profits. Post & Telekom Austria (PTA) recently stopped selling them. PTA went through a form of
privatisation in 1997 with their recent admission to the EU and once again they looked to their
bigger brother Germany for an example and as of 30 June 1997 aerogrammes where to be phased
out as current stock was used. This is a pity as the rate to send an aerogrammes was 12 Schilling or
about A$I.40 and now this option is no longer available increasing the cost to send the same letter
in an envelope.

etlRBfSP81B8iHef ..

IN ~,,~~~j~
M ...:.....".""'''..,....".J.."''',, J' •....•...••••.•. ,

Figure 3 A French military air mail sheet issued in 1916

Aerogrammes offer postal authorities the chance to print very colourful tourist brochures of their
countries. The format of most modern day aerogrammes is the 3 panelled sheet with 3 sealing flaps
around the top panel. This gives the designers the opportunity to use a rather large surface for
various purposes ranging from promotion of the issuing country, to celebration of significant
anniversaries, to celebration of festive occasions. Australia and Great Britain have had Christmas
aerogrammes for many years now. Royal Mail seem to have taken the attitude that there are two
distinct aerogrammes the commemorative and the definitive. The latter being very basic in the
standard blue for airletters and the former are really small artworks in many cases." Malaysia and
Singapore seem to offer aerogrammes that showcase the holiday destinations and natural beauty of
their countries. The US seems to use the aerogramme for commemorative purposes such as
historical figures, Olympics, but they are very business like and not really all that appealing but then
again I may be slightly biased.

6 There have been many wonderfully artistic aerogrammes issued by Royal Mail such as the Glasgow School of Arts,
The Scottish Football, Alexander Graham Bell and the recent 1997 Christmas issue.
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Formular aerogrammes present collectors the opportunity of a real challenge. There are few listings
or catalogues for formulars and they are difficult to come across. It seems that most serious
collectors of aerogrammes collect them under duress. Although not as price effective for writing to
someone as the standard 'official' aerogrammes they offer the choice that is so valued in most
capitalist economies. In Australia formulars that are currently available sell for $O.80c to $2.25 and
then one must add the appropriate postage. Formulars also tend to be aimed at the tourist market
and generally have the typical tourist icons on them - kangaroos, koalas, Sydney Opera House, etc.

Philatelic dealers seem to have prejudices against aerogrammes. Many have them available but do
not advertise the fact or advertise the fact in different ways such as including them in the cinderella
section or miscellaneous sections of their catalogues. PACIFIC 97 was a good case in point. I
visited many dealers stands and when I asked if they had aerogrammes available it was a case of
pulling them out of the bottom case at the back of the stand if they had any at all. I was also amazed
at the prices they asked for some aerogrammes. They obviously had little knowledge of the going
prices for these items.

Exhibiting these rather large items is also a challenge in that they at times need to be shown
unfolded. Some of the recent British ones have been described as 'giant sized' and the Australian
ones are roughly A4 size. Generally they are displayed folded and are not very imaginatively
arranged. Aerogramme exhibitors need to come up with innovative ways of displaying their
collections and maybe we would see more exhibits with higher awards. I am not suggesting that the
look of an exhibit is everything but it would surely help. Content and research is of course vitally
important as well.

So, in my humble opinion the aerogramme has a lot going for it. Ihope that Australia Post does not
succumb to the economic rationalists within their ranks and discontinue selling them for the sake of
more profitable methods of postage.

Only one stamp magazine provides
the complete coverage "down under"

Stamp News
AUSTRALASIA

Australasia's
leading magazine

The leader for news
The leader for comment
The leader for circulation
The greatest coverage of Australian
and Pacific news of any Stamp Magazine
in the World

Sample copy, subscriptions and
advertising rates on request.

All major credit cards accepted.

Stamp News Australasia
PO Box 1410,

Dubbo, NSW, 2830, Australia
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VICTORIAN POSTAL STATIONERY - A NEW FIND

Hans Karman

A pre-printed postcard was obtained from a dealer at AUPEX 97. It appears to have had a few
millimetres trimmed off the left and bottom edges and has some surface scuffing, but all the printing
is intact. The front and back are illustrated below. The card was printed for the Postmaster-General
of Victoria and has his frank stamp (V31O.4, in Frank and Free, Karman 1994) printed. All printing
(front and back) is in blue. The card carries a pre-printed address.

The reverse shows that 10,000 copies were printed in July 1881. This is a large number for a
stationery item and it is surprising that this is the first to have been described. Carl Stieg, who is a
prominent collector of Victorian frank stamps and their stationery, has not seen this item before.

> ,

".:

"", .' .
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The purpose of the card is obvious from the reverse. Victorian foreign telegram envelopes were
described in an earlier article in Capital Philately (vol. 15. No.3, May 1997) also with a pre-printed
date of '188 ' and a message requesting the receiver to sign the 'messenger's book'. So we can
surmise that this card was left with a foreign telegram when that book was not signed on delivery or,
if it was posted to the addressee, that it was enclosed with a foreign telegram in the envelope.
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MEMBER PROFILE - GRAEME BROXAM

Graeme has only been a member of the Society for a few years but in that time he been an invaluable
member of Council, first as Assistant Secretary and from 1996 as Secretary. A native of Tasmania,
he was born and brought up in Burnie on the north coast and after graduating from the University of
Tasmania, with a degree in chemistry, in the mid-1980s he took up a post with the Patents Office in
Canberra. His first memories of collecting are of a small green world album which housed the
philatelic treasures of a six-year old. This developed into an early thematic collection of insects with
material gained from school yard swapping and from the purchases of stamp packets from
Woolworths. After experimenting with one country collections, Yugoslavia was one example,
interests concentrated upon Tasmanian material. The passion for collecting has never lessened and
his university years in Hobart provided the opportunity to obtain a wider range of material albeit
within the restricted budget of a student.

For Graeme, philately is an extensive of his wider interest in all aspects of the history of Tasmania
especially those linked to maritime matters. In this latter field Graeme has, for many years, authored
and published texts on maritime history, His publications include Shipwrecks of Tasmania's wild
west coast those that survive: vintage and veteran boats of Tasmania, for which Graeme was not
only the author and publisher but also the distributor dealing directly with booksellers and other retail
outlets in Tasmania. Over a thousand copies of this book have been sold and a reprint is
contemplated. In undertaking the complete process from original research to marketing, he learned
that there is a very real need to follow professional accounting and costing practices! Other
publications, with a more specialised appeal but which have direct links to postal history, are
Shipping arrivals and departures, Volume 3, Sydney 1841-44, co-authored with Ian Nicholson and
published in 1988 and Shipping arrivals and departures, volume 3, Tasmania 1843-50. The latter is
now ready to go to the printers. These publications are linked to the Roebuck Society, an association
of private publishers of historical material. Maritime history, especially of Tasmania, is a major
pastime and if private publishing was a more profitable pursuit he would happily make it his
livelihood. Unfortunately, as the majority of authors know all to well, the fmancial rewards are
minimal.

On arrival in Canberra, Graeme did not immediately join the Society and his initial contact was as a
visitor to Conventions, the first was AUST AMP 90. He was finally persuaded to join the Society
which lead to the mutual benefit of both. In addition to his prowess as a the Society's Secretary, with
its unending task of producing the quarterly newsletter, he used his publishing expertise to edit the
catalogue for the Canberra Stampshow 96 and has undertaken this task again for NATSTAMP 98.
His main philatelic interest is with the revenue stamps of Tasmania which he successfully exhibited
for the first time in March 1996. An initial impetus for this subject was the acquisition of a copy of
the original drawings for the platypus stamps drawn by Louisa Anne Meredith in the late 1870s. Mrs
Meredith was the wife of the State Treasurer who was engaged in raising a new series of revenues.
Graeme intend to put together an account of the design and its later adaptation to a range of
Tasmanian revenues which, hopefully, will be published in Capital Philately! He has also been active
member of the Society's postcard group and has presented displays of ships and shipping associated
with Tasmania. The Society's members have a range of skills and expertise and we appreciate very
much Graeme's willingness to contribute his for the wider benefit of us all.
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BOOK REVIEWS

It is the policy of Capital Philately to publish reviews of new books especially those are
of importance to Australian philately. The two recently published monographs reviewed
below fall firmly into this category. Members will be delighted to known that both will
be available in the Society's library from late March. This is because they were entered
in the literature section at NATSTAMP 98 and one of the copies supplied for judging is
retained for the Society. It may well be that members would wish to purchase their own
copies. Both monographs can be purchased from the publisher:

The Royal Philatelic Society of Victoria,
Publications Manager
GPO Box 2071, Melbourne 3001.

AUSTRALIAN WRECK MAIL BY BRIAN R. PEACE

The Royal Philatelic Society of Victoria is well-known for the quality of its publications and this, the
fifteenth book published in its J. R. W. Purves Memorial Series, is no exception. As it deals with a
subject with which I have a deep interest, it is a pleasure to write a review of Brian Peace's landmark
work Australian Wreck Mails. I have also taken the opportunity to add some comments on
identifying the vessels which carried mails, this may be of use to help those without a detailed
knowledge of shipping matters that is necessary to conduct basic historical research on postal
history.

Until relatively recent times all overseas and a large proportion of internal Australian mails were
carried, at least in part, by water craft. Sometimes the aquatic part of the route was very short,
across a river or narrow strait, while at the other end of the scale the sea-mail route between Britain
and Australia is one of the world's longest. Throughout the spectrum of distance the chance was
always there for the mail to be interrupted - or lost - as a result of an accident to the vessel on which
it was carried. This book is the first attempt to make a comprehensive listing of the incidents :
which mail was involved, and then describe the distinguishing features of mail which has survived
from such events.

Australian Wreck Mails describes in some historical detail a total of 218 wrecks and strandings in
which mails were involved that were known to the author - 51 outwards from Australasia, 83
inwards and 84 in coastal waters - a as well as 32 cases of delays due to mechanical breakdown. Mail
is known to have survived from 59 of these wrecks, in 61 cases it is known that the mails were lost,
and in 97 cases the author was unable to determine whether or not the mails were recovered. The
potential for observant collectors to make new discoveries is obvious.

The author's bibliography of almost 170 sources, including about 100 published books, is impressive
and in listing my Shipwrecks of Tasmania' s Wild West Coast, quite gratifying! However, it should be
remembered that most books on shipping disasters are written by authors who have no interest in the
mails, and as a result a lot of material of interest to the postal historian can only be found in original
sourceS such as government records and contemporary newspapers. The author made considerable
use of these primary sources, even though he has a missed a number of mishaps involving mails
which I have located as a result of my own research. It should be remembered that last century, and
for much of this century, most commercial passenger-carrying vessels carried mails. It usually
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escaped mention unless it caused a problem, usually following an accident, and even then often as a
throw-away line in a lengthy account of the disaster.

The accounts of each incident are a joy to both the marine enthusiast and the postal historian, and
through it I hope many specialists in either field will gain interest in the other. The incidents
themselves are described with some detail, which is necessary to gain an understanding of both their
significance in the study of the mail system and the state of the surviving mails. Those which have
been immersed in sea water frequently lose their adhesives and the ink becomes smudged. A joy to
behold is a photograph, on p.163, that shows a battery of hapless postal clerks struggling to repair
postal items from an amorphous pulp salvaged from the P. and O. Liner Comorin, which caught fire
at Colombo in 1930 and was only saved by flooding the hold which contained the Australian mails.
Many other well-known wrecks are discussed, along with their surviving mails. These include:

P.S.Clonmell, near Port Albert, Vie., 1841
Barque Isabella in the Furneaux Group, Bass Strait, 1844
Clipper Schomberg, off Cape Otway, Vie., 1855
S.S.Colombo, in the Laccadive Islands, 1862
S.S.Rangoon off Point de Galle, Ceylon, 1871
S.S.Schiller, off the Scilly Islands, U.K., 1875
S.S.Tararua, offWaipapa Point, New Zealand, 1881
S.S.Cahors, off the Richmond River, N.S.W., 1885
S.S.Wairarapa, on Great Barrier Island, New Zealand, 1894
S.S.Manawatu, in Port Phillip Bay, 1898
S.S.Aeon, Christmas Island, Pacific Ocean, 1908
S.S.Yongala, off the Whitsundays, 1911

Covers surviving from these wrecks are items of considerable historical significance. They represent
tangible reminders of our maritime past. A bag of mail was one of the few traces ever found of the
big coastal steamer Yongala, which foundered in a cyclone with the loss of 120 lives. The great New
Zealand tragedies of the Tararua and Wairarapa claimed 131 and 135 lives respectively, while the
German Transatlantic liner Schiller took some 250 passengers and crew with her. On the other hand,
no lives were lost when the magnificent Schomberg was lost near the end of her maiden voyage,
according to rumour because her master was ashamed of the fact he has not beaten the Eng1and-
Australia record. The Clonmell was Australia's very first intercolonial steamer, and was lost on just
her second voyage between Sydney and Melbourne. Of course, the economics of many of these
shipping services depended upon payments and subsidies for carrying the mails, which legitimises the
study of ship and wreck mails as a central theme of postal history.

From the philatelic viewpoint the book's great contribution to the study of wreck mails is the
detailed description and illustration of some 150 examples of surviving wreck covers taken from a
large number of collections, augmented with a few illustrations of the vessels involved and
reproductions of typical newspaper and official gazette announcements of letters and other articles
lost or damaged in the mail. Although many appear to have been reproduced from laser photocopies
of the originals, the printer has done an excellent job of getting the best result from what he has been
provided. Almost without exception the significant details are clearly discernible, at the best of times
a difficult task when dealing with material which, from the circumstances of its creation, is often
damaged or at least well-soaked.
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With the benefit of this book, it should be possible to prove the authenticity of any supposed wreck
cover from any of the wrecks for which mail is known. Similarly, it is highly likely that as a result of
both the information it contains on other wrecks as well as the interest in the subject it engenders,
this book will be responsible for a lot more wreck mail being correctly identified as such. I can only
hope the prices of such material does not skyrocket as a result, or at least, before I find some!

An elegantly produced hard cover book of some 300 pp on attractive creamy acid-free archival grade
paper; price $155 plus postage. This is the sort of book that has been produced to last, both
physically and as a reference. With the benefits of the updates that the author promises in his
foreword to produce, it is likely to remain the standard reference on Australian Wreck Mails for
generations.

Graeme Broxam

THE 1907 "EMERGENCY" PRINTINGS OF THE N.S.W. POSTAGE STAMPS
BY HUGH WYNN

Research monographs devoted to the traditional area of philately are relatively few. One reason for
this is that it is more difficult to produce a readable account limited to the postage stamps than, for
example, to illustrate the postal history or aerophilately of a period or country. There are many
approaches to philatelic research. Some are primarily archival, others focus on design and printing
and yet others, are linked more closely to postal history, that is to rates and routes. The study of the
1907 emergency printings of New South Wales is limited to a study of the stamps alone, ie. related
to the traditional exhibiting class. However it employs the most diligent and painstaking research
methods to study and illustrate printing methods and relates these to use. It is a remarkable piece of
research that demonstrates the highest standards of philatelic scholarship. It is the more remarkable
because it takes a superficially minor, and un-researched, aspect of Australian philately and weaves
this into a most readable story.

The NSW emergency issues of 1907 were printed on Crown over A watermarked paper of the style
used in Victoria. For those not familiar with this episode it is important to understand that, by 1904,
it was a requirement that Commonwealth watermarked paper was to be used for all issues of postage
stamps. However, the three States that printed all Australian (most using Colonial designs) stamps at
this time employed quite distinct styles of Commonwealth watermark. The first question posed by
Wynn is why did NSW run out of its own distinctive form of Commonwealth watermarked paper?
The favoured answer is that the NSW Printer was engaged in prolonged negotiations to obtain a
cheaper price from the British suppliers and that these resulted in a gap in supply. As a temporary
measure the Victorian Printer agreed to supply NSW with Victorian watermarked paper and the
major consignment reached Sydney in late May 1907. New stocks of the NSW paper arrived from
De La Rue, located in London, in the last week of July 1907.

Thus, the account by Wynn is limited to the printing of ten denominations of NSW postage stamps
and five denominations of the truly Commonwealth postage dues - at that time the NSW Printer
provided the postage due stamps for all of the nation - over a period of just a few weeks. A major
difficulty was that the Victorian paper differed in size from that used in NSW. Therefore the
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watermarks were not consistently printed one to each stamp. The study of how the paper was
trimmed, what happened to the inter-pane margins, why some watermarks are inverted or reversed
and why some stamps exist without any watermark are all queries posed and then answered by
Wynn.

Highlights of the publication are the research methodology and the illustrations that accompany the
text. Among the former are the statistical analyses that relate the position of the watermark on
samples of the stamps to printing method. Especially eye-catching are the illustrations that show the
position of the watermark relatively to the stamp design. An example of this style of presentation is
illustrated below.
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Other intriguing chapters describe the recognition of the emergency printing by Fred Hagen, a
Sydney-based dealer who supplied most of the world with Australian stamps. The use of Hagen's
adverts and prices for the emergency issue is a fascinating by-way of the overall theme. Other
chapters consider the numbers of emergency stamps that were printed, their wide distribution
throughout the State (from postmarks and dates) and whether or not the official perfms (including
GR, for Government Railways, and GSB, for the Government Savings Bank) were genuine or
philatelically inspired.

The monograph is an example philatelic research and writing at its very best. It employs innovative
techniques and illustrations and combines all of these into a readable text. It is work based on a
decade of study devoted to an issue that had not been subject to any published account for some 80
years.

,The production of the book matches the quality of the contents. The hard cover binding is of a high
standard, the 113 pages are printed on glossy paper with ample illustrations, has an index,
bibliography and even an errata slip. The price is $85 plus postage.
Dingle Smith
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YOUR FAVOURITE DEALER

Write, phone or fax for your free copy of one of our competitive price lists:

1. Australia and Territories
2. Australian States

3. New Zealand and Territories

We stock most brands of albums, catalogues and accessories, you can order them by providing
us with two business days notice prior to one of the Canberra shows which we attend regularly.

SEE YOU AT OUR STAND AT NATSTAMP 98, MARCH 14-16.
We will be at the Griffin Centre Sunday Shows

on the second Sunday of every month

We also service wants lists and provide professional insurance valuations. we buy and sell
quality stamps and collections, postcards, phonecards and cigarette cards. We accept Bankcard,

Mastercard, Visa, American Express, cheques money orders and (of course!) cash.
Give is a try, you'll be pleasantly surprised by our competitive prices and friendly service.

PO Box 478 Avalon Beach, NSW 2107
Phone: 02 99745707 Fax: 02 99741177

AUSTRALIAN PHILATELIC FEDERATION
I PRODUCT I PRICE I OTY I VALUE I
BINDER, CASE, 10 PAGES & PROTECTORS $23.80

BINDER AND SLIP CASE ONLY Each $14.50

EXTRA PAGES & PROTECTORS per 20 $20.80

STAMPSAFE BOX Each $ 9.90

WHITE ARCHIVAL DISPLAY PAGES

PAGES 283mm x 250mm, Punched per 50 $37.00

PAGES 283mm x 250mm, Unpunched par 50 $37.00

PAGES 283mm x 216mm, Unpunched per 50 $37.00

SHEET PROTECTORS, POLYPROPYLENE

Protectors 290mm x 252mm per 50 $15.00

Protectors 290mm x 218mm per 50 $15.00

SHEET PROTECTORS, MYLAR

Top opening 290mm x 269mm per 10 $16.00

POSTAGE & PACKING' PER KILO $ 6.00

TOTAL AMOUNT ENCLOSED ~

All orders to: ARCHrVAl PRODUCTS
AUSTRALIAN PHILATWC FEDfRATIO
P.O. BOX 208, TORRENS PARK SA 5062
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